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Abstract. Batched stream processing systems achieve higher throughput than traditional stream processing systems while providing low latency guarantee. Recently, batched stream processing systems tend to
be deployed in cloud due to their requirement of elasticity and cost efficiency. However, the performance of batched stream processing systems are hardly guaranteed in cloud because static resource provisioning
for such systems does not fit for stream fluctuation and uneven workload distribution. In this paper, we propose EStream: an elastic batched
stream processing system based on Spark Streaming, which transparently
adjusts available resource to handle workload fluctuation and uneven
distribution in container cloud. Specifically, EStream can automatically
scale cluster when resource insufficiency or over-provisioning is detected
under the situation of workload fluctuation. On the other hand, it conducts resource scheduling in cluster according to the workload distribution. Experimental results show that EStream is able to handle workload
fluctuation and uneven distribution transparently and enhance resource
efficiency, compared to original Spark Streaming.
Keywords: Elastic, Resource provisioning, Stream processing, Container
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Introduction

Due to data explosion in recent years, massive stream data that require to be
processed in real time are increasingly common in business community and
academia. Parallel stream processing systems play a critical role in such scenarios and provide low latency and high throughput. Traditional parallel stream
processing systems, such as S4 [10] and Storm [15], are mostly designed based on
operator model. In these systems, an application is represented with a topology
of operators. Each operator implements a particular processing logic and is usually accelerated with a number of instances. Records in stream are processed by
the operators within the topology. In that way, records are handled one by one
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with latency in tens of milliseconds. Batched stream processing model, which
combines the features of batch processing with stream processing, is proposed
to meet demands of higher throughput and fault tolerance in recent years [20].
With the prevalence of cloud computing, cloud data center is increasingly
being explored to deploy big data applications, such as parallel stream processing
application, instead of building a local cluster. Recently, container technology is
on the road to be a lightweight alternative to virtual machine (VM). Compared
to VM, container imposes less overhead for resource virtualization since they
share the OS kernel of physical machine. Until now, most researches discuss the
elasticity of stream processing system in VM-based cloud. For example, Stela [18]
is presented to adjust parallelism of operators in Storm with VMs. Unfortunately,
the long startup time (usually in seconds) prevents VM from providing real-time
resource provisioning. Besides, resource adjustment in VM is also complex.
Since stream workload fluctuation is common in production and it is difficult
to make accurate estimation of resource requirements to handle the workload
in advance or adjust resource configuration on the fly. As a result, there will be
extra payments for the waste of cloud resource for customers. Many efforts have
been paid to estimate reasonable resource provisioning to optimize performance
for parallel distributed applications in cloud [6, 14]. Besides, in batched stream
processing systems, sometimes blocks in batches are in different sizes, which
leads to uneven execution time of tasks. As a result, the parallelism of stream
processing is influenced. Similar problem exists in Storm due to different traffics
on operators and adjusting the number of operators or slot reallocation is common in existing researches [3, 7]. Some researches also pay attention to handle
this problem with dynamic operator placement or parallelism adjustments [17,
18]. However, few researches focus on batched stream processing system, thus,
an elastic resource provisioning method for bathed stream processing systems in
cloud is promising and still in demand.
In this paper, we solve the above problems and propose EStream, an elastic
distributed batched stream processing system which bridges the gap between
stream processing applications and resource management in cloud.
In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper:
– We build an optimization model of batched stream processing system and
determine when it needs resource adjustment.
– We introduce cluster scaling and local resource scheduling with historical
execution information, targeting to satisfy the requirement of system stability and higher resource efficiency under fluctuant workload. Then we design
and implement EStream based on Spark Streaming and container technology
(i.e., Docker).
– We conduct a series of experiments to evaluate the performance of EStream,
the results show that EStream is able to adapt to workload fluctuation and
uneven distribution and the system resource efficiency is also enhanced.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review and
discuss some related work. Section 3 describes background of our design. We
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introduce an optimization mathematical model which guides our design in Section 4. Section 5 shows the overall system design of EStream and explains how
it works. Performance evaluation results are presented in Section 6. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section 7.

2

Related Work

There are a great deal of researches that concentrate on resource managements
of parallel stream or batch processing systems. Many researches on stream processing systems mainly focus on operator-based systems. For instance, Fu et
al. [3] propose a resource scheduler which dynamically allocates processors to
operators to ensure real-time response. They model the relationship between
resources and response time and use optimization models to get processor allocation strategy. Xu et al. [18] present a VM operator instance scaling technique
according to throughput of operators. Their approach does not work on batched
stream processing system, which is not operator-based. What is more, the time
and monetary cost of VM scaling is expensive. Cervino et al. [1] propose an
adaptive approach for provisioning VMs for stream processing system based on
input rates but latency guarantees are ignored. In addition, Madsen et al. [9]
integrate fault-tolerance and dynamic resource managements to avoid waste of
excessive processing delay. Wu et al. [16] introduce ChronoStream, which provides vertical and horizontal elasticity. In a word, there are few researches on
resource management of containerized batched stream processing system.
As for batch processing systems, a flexible slot management scheme to accelerate task execution for off-line MapReduce jobs is shown by Guo et al. [4]. Their
work partly inspires our design. Ruan et al. [14] present an approach based on
monetary cost model for cloud resource provisioning for Spark with sample running, which inspires us to leverage the historical information of previous batches
in batched streaming system to make resource allocation decision in our design.
Park et al. [12] dynamically increase or decrease the computing capability of
each node to enhance locality-aware task scheduling with dynamic virtual CPU
number configurations.
There are some recent studies that aim to improve performance of batched
stream processing system. For example, Das et al. [2] ensure system stability
and low latency with dynamic batch sizing, which changes task parallelism in
runtime. However, resource efficiency is ignored in their work.
Our paper is different from previous work in several aspects. First, we model
batched stream processing system with considering the features of both batch
and stream and get the scheduling target which guides our design. Second, we
design our elastic resource provisioning approach with execution information
of previous processed batches. The approach automatically scales containerized
cluster and carries out resource scheduling with the help of container technology.
Finally, we implement EStream which takes full advantages of containerized
environments.
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Background
Batched Stream Processing

In this subsection, we take Spark Streaming as an example to describe batched
stream processing.

Data Model. Discretized stream (DStream) is the abstraction of data stream
in Spark Streaming which is a series of resilient distributed datasets (RDDs)[19].
RDD is introduced in Spark framework to persist data in memory or disk. Hot
data can be cached in memory to avoid frequent IO operations to improve performance of batch jobs. As shown in Fig.1, each RDD in DStream is the received
stream data in a batch interval and stored with a number of blocks. The block
size is determined by block interval in application.

Execution Model. Fig.1 also demonstrates the execution model of Spark
Streaming. In Spark Streaming, user’s application gives the definition of transformations on RDDs. When a batch is received and persisted as an RDD, a job
is accordingly generated and submitted to the job scheduler. Each job waits in a
scheduling queue to be executed if there are former jobs that are not completed.
Jobs will finally be transformed into tasks and each task is executed on a certain
executor in cluster.
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Fig. 1. Batched stream processing model with a sample RDD transformation definition
in Spark Streaming. In the example, RDD a[i] is generated in batch[i]. RDD b[i], c[i],
d[i] are transformed by different APIs from a[i]

The characteristics of batched stream processing system are: 1) Jobs are
tiny and latency sensitive. Due to this feature, resource provisioning method
should be proactive, simple, and efficient; 2) Jobs are recurrent [5, 13], this nature
inspires us to use runtime information of former processed batches to make
workload prediction for further resource provisioning decision.
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Container Technology

Container is an OS-level virtualization technology and gaining great much attention in recent years. One of the core technologies in container is CGroup,
which is a mechanism for grouping and limiting resource of tasks, and all their
future children, into hierarchical groups with specialized behavior in Linux kernel. With container, users can build a more flexible and lightweight platform
for applications. There is a trend for container technology to replace traditional
VM-based application deployment mode due to its lightweight, fast startup time,
and near-native performance. Since container provides near-native performance
and millisecond-level startup time, it is suitable for elastic stream processing
system, which requires fast and efficient resource provisioning. In this paper, we
use Docker1 in our design to provide elasticity because it is one of the most
popular container technologies and is widely used for application in production
system.

4

Modeling

Before modeling the batched stream processing, some basic concepts are described as follows.
– Batch interval : the time period used to divide real-time data stream into
batches, denoted by I.
– Batch processing time: the time consumption for processing a batch, denoted
by p.
– Scheduling delay: the waiting time for a batch from when it is received to
the time when it begins to be processed, denoted by s.
– Latency: the time cost for a batch from when it is received and prepared to
be processed to the time when it is completely processed, denoted by l. It is
obvious that l = p + s.
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Fig. 2. A scenario of batched stream processing. Batched stream processing application
is started at time t0 =0, and batchk is received and ready to be processed at time k ∗ I,
then it is completely processed at time tk

In this section, we discuss a scenario of a batched stream processing system
which starts an application at time t0 =0 and n batches are handled in the system
1

http://docker.com/
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until now. The ith batch batchi is completely finished at time tk . Processing time
of batchi is pk and its scheduling delay is sk . Fig. 2 displays the scenario. In
order to simplify our discussion, we make the assumption that the system in our
discussion always runs normally and no crash or other faults exist.
If tk−1 > k ∗ I, it means when batchk is received and ready for processing,
the system is busy in processing batchk−1 , in other words, batchk is blocked in
the queue, and its block time is BTk = tk−1 − k ∗ I. When tk−1 < k ∗ I, batchk−1
is processed at once when it is ready and system is idle before processing batchk ,
and the system idle time is STk = k ∗ I − tk−1 . Things are quite simple when
tk−1 = k ∗ I: batchk begins to be processed at once when it is ready. Therefore,
there is:
tk = max{tk−1 , k ∗ I} + pk

(1)

In order to obtain better resource utilization, the system idle time should be
as less as possible. On the other hand, the system should process batches as soon
as possible when they are received. Therefore, the goals of our system design are
to minimize the sum of batch blocked time (BT ) and the sum of system idle
time (ST ). This can be modeled as an optimization problem:
min
pi

(
s.t.

X

BTi ,

i∈B

X

STi

i∈D

tk = max{tk−1 , k ∗ I} + pk , 2 ≤ k ≤ n
t1 = I + p1

(2)

where B is the set of batches that are blocked before processing and D is the
set of batches that begin to be processed at once when they are received. There
is U = B ∪ D, where U is the set of all n batches in the scenario.
Since this is a multiple-objective and non-linear optimization model and cannot be solved directly, it is common to convert the original problem with multiple
objectives into a single-objective optimization problem. Considering the two objectives in the model are all urged to be minimized, a linear combination is
suitable for this conversion. With linear combination, each objective is assigned
with a weight range from 0 to 1, and the sum of weights is 1. With this method,
we get the transformed model:
min
pi

X
i∈B

(
s.t.

α·

BTi + β ·

X

STi

(α + β = 1)

i∈D

tk = max{tk−1 , k ∗ I} + pk , 2 ≤ k ≤ n
t1 = I + p1

(3)

To simplify the problem, we give the same importance to the two objectives
and choose α = 0.5 and β = 0.5. Note that BTi and STi can be unified to be
demonstrated with |ti−1 − i ∗ I|. We finally transform the above model to:
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pi

(
s.t.

n
X
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|ti−1 − i ∗ I|/2

i=1

tk = max{tk−1 , k ∗ I} + pk , 2 ≤ k ≤ n
t1 = I + p1

(4)

By solving this model, we can get the solution:
p1 = p2 = p3 = · · · = pn = I

(5)

The result indicates that if processing time of batches is equal to batch interval, there will be lk = tk − k ∗ I = pk = I and sk = 0. In that case, batches in
data stream are processed in time and the system is never idle. This conclusion
means that our resource provisioning mechanism should target to make processing time of batches reach as closer to batch interval as possible. Therefore, when
we find p 6= I, we should adjust resource provisioning of the system.

5
5.1

System Design
Overview

EStream aims to make proactive resource provisioning by collecting and analyzing the execution information of processed batches. The overview of EStream
is shown in Fig. 3. Two main components that run in Spark driver are: Execution Information Collector (EIC) and Elasticity Manager (EM). Executors of
batched stream processing system run in Docker containers and they are managed by NodeManager and ContainerDaemon on the host server. NodeManager
is in charge of starting or shutting down containers according to the requests
from ClusterResourceManager. ContainerDaemon receives resource scheduling
request and adjusts resource allocation of containers. There are mainly three
steps to elastically provision resource:
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Fig. 3. Overview of EStream

1. Execution information collection: EIC gathers historical execution information about the workload handled on each container executor and execution
time in previous processed batches. Processing time of last batch is also
recorded by EIC. Then EIC sends the information to EM.
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2. Workload prediction and execution analysis: After receiving execution information from EIC, EM firstly makes a workload prediction for each executors. Then it analyzes execution of the last batch and determines a resource
provisioning plan. The resource provisioning plan is sent to ClusterResourceManager.
3. Resource allocation: When ClusterResourceManager receives the resource
provisioning plan from EM, it will send this request to each NodeManager
and ContainerDaemon. Then NodeManagers start or shutdown containers
in response to the request from ClusterResourceManager. ContainerDaemon
performs resource scheduling among containers.
In summary, EIC collects historical execution information and transmits it to
EM. EM analyzes the historical information and determines whether a resource
adjustment is needed. If so, EM triggers elastic resource provisioning to prevent
the system from performance degradation in the future. In the next, we are going
to explain more details of EIC and EM.
5.2

Execution Information Collector

EIC is designed to perform collection of historical execution information for later
analysis. It is activated every time when a batch or a task is completed to obtain
runtime information. The EIC collects the following information:
1. Workload handled by each executor in the last N batches, a window of size
N is maintained in EIC. N is set to a default value of 5 in EStream according
to our experimental results.
2. Total execution time on each executor in the last processed batch. It is
calculated with theLastT askF inishT ime − theF irstT askStartT ime.
3. Processing time of last batch.
We implement EIC with customized event listeners that will be notified with
the information we need when batches are processed.
5.3

Elasticity Manager

EM is in charge of analyzing historical information and making resource provisioning decision. When an application is started, EM is started as a daemon
process in Spark driver at the same time. Spark driver is responsible for task
scheduling of applications in Spark Streaming.
First, EM makes a workload prediction. For each executor in the cluster, EM
predicts its workload in next batch with Exponential Weighted Moving Average
(EWMA), which is a simple but efficient prediction algorithm. As shown in Eq.
0
6, workload on an executor in ith batch wi is used to predict wi+1 . w is the
difference of workload handled by this executor between the last two batches. λ
indicates the weights of wi in prediction of wi+1 , ranging from 0 to 1. We set
λ = 0.8 in our design and experimental results show it works well.
wi+1 = λ ∗ wi + (1 − λ) ∗ w

0

(6)
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Second, EM conducts execution analysis on last processed batch. As discussed
in Section 4, our target is to make batch processing time as closer to batch interval I as possible. Since it is infeasible to guarantee that batch processing time
is equal to I all the time and we should detect the resource problem in advance
to make a proactive resource adjustment in order to avoid future performance
degradation. A threshold µ (0 < µ < 1) is given to address this problem. When
processing time of the last batch exceeds µ ∗ I, EM will try to prevent the risk of
performance degradation through elastic resource provisioning. We set 0.9 as the
default value of µ in our design according to lots of experiments. We introduce
an Elastic Resource Provisioning (ERP) algorithm in EM which aims to handle
two situations as follows:

Workload Fluctuation. When facing workload fluctuation, the system may
suffer a performance degradation from resource insufficiency or it is under low
resource utilization. ERP algorithm recognizes these two situations with analysis
on execution time on executors and last batch processing time. We introduce a
cluster scaling strategy in ERP to ensure performance and resource utilization
of the system. If resource over-provisioning occurs, we scale in the cluster to
save resource usage. On the contrary, if resource is insufficient, we scale out the
cluster in response to increasing workload. The details of two situations are as
follows:
1. Scaling out: If processing time of last completed batch is larger than µ ∗ I,
executors whose execution time is larger than µ ∗ I are regarded as slow
executor. If the number of slow executors exceeds δ ∗ clusterSize, where δ is
a threshold with default value of 0.4 according to our experimental results.
ERP scales out the cluster to handle the increasing workload.
2. Scaling in: If processing time of last completed batch is smaller than µ ∗ I,
executors whose execution time is smaller than γ ∗ I are marked as fast
executor, where γ is a threshold with default value of 0.5 to identify fast
executor. If the number of fast executors exceeds δ ∗ clusterSize, ERP scales
in the cluster to save resource.
When cluster scaling is determined, ERP firstly calculates the average processing speed (avgSpeed) of each executor with:
avgSpeed =

totalW orkloadInLastBatch
clusterSize ∗ processingT imeOf LastBatch

(7)

Then the new cluster size is estimated with:
0

clusteSize = d

workloadpredict
e
µ ∗ I ∗ avgSpeed

where workloadpredict is predicted workload of next batch.

(8)
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Uneven Workload Distribution. When RDD blocks of batches are in different sizes, execution time on executors in the cluster is influenced. Some executors
may suffer heavy workload which results in long task execution time. As a result, total execution time is increased on these executors and batch processing
time is increased. In such situation, a common idea is to make load balancing
across executors in the cluster, but this cannot be completed in real time and
will lead to extra overhead, such as network bandwidth. Fortunately, container
technology provides another approach to this problem. It is possible to adjust
computing resource among executors in containers (Docker). ERP leverages this
mechanism to make resource scheduling to handle uneven workload distribution.
Specifically, when last batch processing time is larger than µ ∗ I, ERP algorithm calculates the number of slow executors. If the number of slow executor is
smaller than δ ∗ clusterSize, i.e., there exists an uneven workload distribution,
ERP will conduct resource scheduling among executors. In this paper, our ERP
only focuses on CPU resource allocation, because it is considered as the main
bottleneck of Spark framework [11]. Docker supports CPU resource limitation
with the help of CGroup and it is easy to carry out an adjustment with RESTful
APIs. In our design, we introduce a proportional allocation strategy for CPU
resource scheduling. ERP allocates CPU usage among container executors with:
workloadi
· totalCpuRatio
cpuRatioi = P
workloadi

(9)

The pseudo-code of ERP algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The key idea is
to scale cluster when over-provisioning or resource insufficiency exists and adjust
resource allocation to handle uneven workload distribution. More specifically, if
the last batch processing time exceeds the threshold µ ∗ I, executors whose
execution time is larger than µ ∗ I is regarded as slow executors (line 3-6). If
the number of slow executor is larger than δ ∗ clusterSize, EM decides to scale
out the cluster (line 7-10). Otherwise, EStream will carry out a CPU resource
reallocation among container executors (line 11-16). The details of cluster scaling
are as follows: 1) estimating average handling speed on executor (line 8); 2)
calculating the new cluster size according to predicted total workload and the
average handling speed (line 9). If the batch processing time is less than the
threshold µ ∗ I, EM counts the number of fast executors (line 18-20). If the
number of fast executors is larger than δ ∗ clusterSize, EM will scale in the
cluster (line 21-24).
The cost analysis. Suppose the cluster size is m when ERP algorithm is
called. The space complexity of ERP algorithm is O(m) and the time complexity
is O(m). This is because the amount of information of each executor gathered
by EIC is fixed and the amount of space needed only depends on m. When the
cluster needs to be scaled, the average handling speed of executor is calculated
in O(m) time. Then ERP calculates the desired cluster size in O(1) time. As for
CPU resource scheduling, ERP firstly gets total CPU ratio in O(m) time. Then
new CPU ratio of each executor is calculated in O(1) time.
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Algorithm 1 Elastic resource provisioning algorithm
Input: 1) Batch processing time in last batch: pt; 2) Batch interval: I; 3) Workload
handled on executors in last N batches: W [N ][excutorId : workload]; 4) CPU usage
of executors: cpuRatio[executorId : percentage]; 5) Execution time on executors
in last batch: d[executorId : executionT ime];
Output: New cluster size or CPU resource allocation plan.
1: slowExecutorN um
←
0, f astExecutorN um ← 0, clusterSize ←
executorIds.size, hostServers
← host servers of container executors,
w ← W [N − 1];
0
2: Predict workload on each executor: w [executorId : workload] ← EW M A(W )
3: if pt > µ ∗ I then
4:
for each id ∈ executorIds do
5:
if d[id] > µ ∗ I then
6:
slowExecutorN um + +
7:
if slowExecutorN um
P > δ ∗ clusterSize then
w[i]
8:
avgSpeed = clusterSize∗pt
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

0

P

0

w [i]
clusterSize = d µ∗I∗avgSpeed
e
0

return clusterSize
if 0 < slowExecutorN um < δ ∗ clusterSize then
for each host ∈ hostServers do
executors ← executors on host.
for each id ∈ executors
do
0
P
0
cpuRatio [id] = Pww[id]
∗ cpuRatio[id]
0
[id]
0

16:
return cpuRatio []
17: else
18:
for each id ∈ executorIds do
19:
if d[id] < γ ∗ I then
20:
f astExecutorN um + +
21:
if f astExecutorN um
P > δ ∗ clusterSize then
w[i]
22:
avgSpeed = clusterSize∗pt
23:
24:

6
6.1

0

P

0

w [i]
clusterSize = d µ∗I∗avgSpeed
e

return clusterSize

0

Evaluation
Experiments Setup and Method

Our experiments are conducted on a private container cloud. Each physical host
is comprised of two quad-core 2.4GHz Intel CPU, 24GB memory, 1TB disk and
1Gbps Ethernet card. We implement EStream on Spark-1.6.0 and the version
of Docker is 1.12.3. Each container executor is configured with 2GB memory,
2 cores and 5% CPU usage limitation when it is started. We use WordCount,
a widely used benchmark application [8, 20] which counts the number of words
in a fixed time interval in our experiments. The batch interval of WordCount
application is 2 seconds.
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6.2

Experiment with Workload Fluctuation
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In this experiment, we simulate a data stream with a sinusoidal input rate ranging from 1 to 3 MB/s. We generate records from a set of words with the same
length as the seed of input stream. The cluster in this experiment is initialized
with 6 container executors. We run EStream with simulated data stream for
180 seconds. Fig.4(a) shows that, with the fluctuation of input rate, the cluster size of EStream changes accordingly, the maximum and minimal cluster size
are 9 and 6, respectively. Fig.4(b) shows batch processing time in EStream. As
shown in the figure, when input rate changes, batch processing time in EStream
is relatively stable.
As for Spark Streaming, we deploy a cluster of 9 container executors, which is
the maximum cluster size needed to handle peak traffic in EStream test. Fig.5(a)
shows the input rate and cluster size in this test. Fig.5(b) shows batch processing
time in original Spark Streaming test. Batch processing time in Spark Streaming suffers a fluctuation with the variation of input rate because of resource
reservation configuration of Spark Streaming and it cannot elastically scale its
container cluster. As we know, cloud payment is calculated by the number of
instances and the runtime. We build a function f (t) to denote the relationship
between cluster size and
time in our test, thus, resource utilization in this test
R 180
can be expressed with 0 f (t)dt. With this formulation, we can figure out that
EStream saves a resource usage of about 30%, compared to Spark Streaming.
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Fig. 4. Performance of EStream with sinusoidal input rate
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Fig. 5. Performance of Spark Streaming with sinusoidal input rate
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Experiment with Uneven Workload Distribution
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To evaluate the adaptability of EStream to uneven workload distribution, we
simulate a data stream with constant input rate of 3 MB/s. We generate two
files with the same size of 3 MB as the seed of our simulated data stream.
One file f ile1 is a set of words with same length, while the other one f ile2 is
a set of words with random length. This means the number of words in these
two files are different. The simulated data stream changes its seed in every 10
seconds. In each round, the data source sends the data from f ile1 for 10 seconds,
then f ile2 is selected as the seed for the next 10 seconds. We setup a cluster
of 9 container executors to carry out this experiment. We run WordCount in
both EStream and Spark Streaming for 60 seconds. As mentioned above, uneven
workload distribution leads to the difference of execution time on executors. We
collect and normalize the execution time on each executor. We use the variance
of normalized execution time (VNET) to measure the impact on parallelism
caused by uneven workload distribution. Fig. 6 shows the results of EStream
and Spark Streaming under the simulated data stream in this experiment.
As we can observe in Fig. 6(a), when workload changes every 10 seconds, the
VNET suddenly increases, due to the uneven workload distribution, as well as
batch processing time. However, the two metrics decreases soon. This is because
EStream makes resource adjustment among executors to deal with the uneven
workload distribution. Note that when the seed of data stream is changed to
f ile1 , the two metrics increase because the CPU allocation in the previous 10
seconds does not match the current workload distribution. But EStream will
soon solve this problem.
Fig. 6(b) shows the performance of Spark Streaming under the same condition. It is obvious that after the changing of data stream seed to f ile2 , both of
the VNET and batch processing time no longer decrease in the next 10 seconds.
By comparing the batch processing time when the system is under uneven workload distribution in this test, EStream reduces batch processing time by 19% on
average.
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Fig. 6. Batch processing time and variance of normalized execution time (VNET) in
EStream and Spark Streaming with uneven workload distribution
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Conclusion

In this paper, we concentrate on common problems in stream data processing:
workload fluctuation and uneven distribution. In order to achieve higher resource efficiency while provide performance guarantees in cloud, we design and
implement EStream, which providing elastic resource provisioning for batched
stream processing applications. We exploit container technology to realize fast
cluster scaling and efficient resource reallocation in runtime to handle workload
fluctuation and uneven workload distribution. In contrast to the original Spark
Streaming, experimental results show EStream is able to adapt to varying workload and save a resource usage of about 30%. Besides, EStream can transparently
schedule CPU resource among executors to enhance parallelism and reduce batch
processing time.
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